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Library Newsletter
Reminder!

Extended Opening
Hours
To allow you to prepare and
study for your exams, starting
this week and finishing on
Saturday May 14th, the two
libraries will be open every day,
Sundays and bank holidays
included.
The full list of Sundays and bank
holidays is available on the
library website:
http://library.dbs.ie and in print
in the two libraries.
During the exam periods at the
end of each semester, the library
opens from 11am to 5pm on the
followings days:
th

Sunday 27 March 2011
rd
Sunday 3 April 2011
th
Sunday 10 April 2011
th
Sunday 17 April 2011
nd
Friday 22 April 2010 (Good Friday)
th
Sunday 24 April 2010 (Easter Sunday)
th
Monday 25 April 2010 (Easter
Monday)
st
Sunday 1 May 2011
nd
Monday 2 May 2011 (May bank
holiday)
th
Sunday 8 May 2011

Again, we wish you all good luck
with your studies and exams!
For the latest blog postings:
http://library.dbs.ie/blog.htm

In Focus: Library Survey Results By Emilie Jost, Reader Services Librarian.

I ♥ my library

Thank you very much to all students, Library alumni members, Library
external members and staff who filled in the Library survey 2010 and
congratulations to Simbarashe Emmanuel Matatu who won the €100 HMV
voucher this year!
This year the library survey ran from
the end of November until the end of
January and once again the feedback
was very positive with an overall 84%
of respondents who declared
themselves ‘satisfied’ or ‘very
satisfied’ about the library services at
DBS!
Your feedback on library services is
welcome all year round - just use the
suggestion box outside of the library,
drop into us or send us an email!
Here is a summary of feedback:
Your use and satisfaction of the
library services
80% of the respondents said that
they use the library at least several
times a week for study purposes but
also to use the PCs and borrow and
return library items whilst 78% of
respondents are ‘satisfied’ or ‘very
satisfied’ about the self-issue
stations.
Your use and satisfaction of the
library website/online services
Seventy one percent of respondents
use the library website at least
several times a week, especially to
check their library account, access

the online catalogue, and access
journal articles whilst eighty one
percents
of
respondents
are
‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ about the
new layout of the library website.
Seventy two percent of respondents
are ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ by the
new online booking system for PCs,
rooms and library classes.
Your own IT equipment
More that ninety four of the
respondents have and use their own
laptop in the library and fifty three
percent own and use an iPhone or
similar smartphone so we will
continue to develop services and
applications such as wireless printing,
databases mobile friendly version and
QR codes to meet your needs.
General comments about the library
services
When asked about what you
particularly like about the library the
following came first: library staff
(thank you!) the self-issue stations
and the online library resources.
We will also have additional
classrooms available in the run-up to
(continued on page 2….)

Win a €100 HMV
Voucher!

Your Questions Answered
By Fiona Cashell

By Emilie Jost

How do I do an Integrated Search off-campus?
Or you may even be asking, ‘what is
an
integrated
search?’.
An
integrated search allows you to
search for articles on any number of
databases
you
choose,
simultaneously.
Off-campus,
log
on
to
library.dbs.ie, and click on the
‘Advanced Search’ tab. You can
then choose to access either
Heritage (the catalogue) or
Databases. In order to carry out an
accelerated search, please select
‘Databases’. A new window will
open up which will list a variety of
databases. Simply tick the box

beside the databases you would
like to search, enter a key word,
search term etc. into the search
box and click the magnifying glass
(pressing enter does not work
here). Off-campus you will be
prompted to log-in. Enter your
student no. as username and date
of birth as password, format
00/00/1900. For staff your log-in is
staff no. as username and staff no.
+ 000 for password. Once you have
done this a new window will open
up in Ebsco and you will see Ebsco
carrying out the search for you.
Goodluck!

A brief survey was setup by the
Library to get your feedback on
the self-issue services. It is your
opportunity to let us know what
you think so that we can further
improve our services to you!
And while it should only take you
5 minutes to fill it in, it can also
give you the opportunity to win a
€100 HMV voucher!
So don't miss your chance, click on
the link or use the QR code!
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s
/KDQFRKX

DBS Library Locations
DBS Undergraduate Library
13/14 Aungier St, Dublin 2.
Ph: 01- 4177572
DBS Postgraduate Library
19/22 Dame St, Dublin 2.
Ph: 01 - 4178745

Movies with Librarians
http://library.dbs.ie/Search.htm

I ♥ my library continued from Page 1.
exams and we will monitor noise levels closely to ensure
Questions by Marie O’Neill
that you have a pleasant and peaceful environment to
study in during this critical period.

Your feedback is always important to us!
Finally remember that you can currently fill in our very
short survey on the self-issue technology and win a €100
HMV
voucher.
Just
follow
the
link
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KDQFRKX or use the
QR code!
Thank you again to all and we look forward to get more
suggestions and ideas from you!

The Gun in Betty Lou's Handbag (1992)
Director: Allan Moyle.
Screenplay: Grace Cary Bickley.
Cast: Penelope Ann Miller, Eric Thal, Alfre Woodard, Julianne
Moore, William Forsythe, Cathy Moriarty, Faye Grant.
.

A shy, small town librarian
with a dull marriage is
looking for excitement
when she stumbles across
a gun used in a murder. A
false confession to the
crime leads her into all
sorts of trouble! 1
1

http://www.imdb.com/title
/tt0104376/

Book Review >>> By Jane Buggle Deputy Head Librarian

Couch Fiction:
A Graphic Tale of Psychotherapy
Perry, Philippa and Graat, Junko
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010

Dame Street Library 616.8914 PER
Couch Fiction is a graphic novel which tells the
story of the year long psychotherapy counselling
process between James and his counsellor, Pat.
James, a successful barrister, is a kleptomaniac. He
commences the counselling to try to put an end to
his thieving as he fears that it may ruin his career.
Pat is a middle-aged therapist who works from
home and is casual in her demeanour. This is a flyon-the-wall view of the therapy process and every
step is accompanied by illuminating footnotes. Not
only do we witness the dialogue between the two
protagonists but we are also given an insight into
the thoughts of each as the counselling progresses.
This enables us to intimately observe how a

therapeutic relationship forms and how it unfolds.
Perry also sheds light on phenomena such as
emotional and erotic transference as well as
focussing on the frustrations, anxieties and breakthrough moments inherent in the whole
exploratory process. The cartoons are simple and
pared down to convey only essential meaning. This
book works on two levels. It could be useful as a
tool to dispel fear of the therapeutic process in
potential clients and it is also valuable for its
elucidation of the role and perceptions of the
therapist and the progression of the therapeutic
journey.

Library Classes this April
All classes are given by Maria Rogers, Information Literacy Librarian.
For more information or to book a class, please go to: http://library.dbs.ie/LibraryServices/BookLibraryClass.htm

Case Study Review by Marie O’ Neill
Title:
Development of Financial Derivatives Market in
India- A Case Study
Journal:
International Research Journal of
Finance and Economics (2010) Issue
37, p15-29
Authors:
Ashutosh
Vashishtha,
Faculty
College of Management, Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi University,
Satish Kumar, Research Fellow,
Department
of
Management
Studies,
Indian
Institute
of
Technology Roorkee, India
The above case study is freely available for DBS
staff and students via the database Business Source
Complete which the Library subscribes to. If you
would like a copy or copies of this case study,
please consult Business Source Complete via the
Library Website or contact marie.oneill@dbs.ie.
The above case study highlights the importance of
risk management in today’s uncertain economic
climate. It proposes that derivatives are an
important risk management tool. The case study is
divided into four parts:

University of Wales Students
Students on University of Wales accredited courses (LLB,
MSc International Business and MSc E-Business) are
entitled to use the University of Wales Online Library.
This provides access to a huge range of online resources
including e-journals, e-books and databases. The most
significant databases for these courses are Westlaw UK,
ACM Digital Library and Communication and Mass Media
Complete.
To register with the University of Wales Online Library,
you will need your University of Wales student number
which you can pick up from Dame Street Library. We
will shortly be advertising online Westlaw UK training
sessions which are organised by the University of Wales.
Once you obtain your University of Wales log-in, go to
http://www.wales.ac.uk/en/OnlineLibrary/OnlineLibrary.
aspx and click on ‘Sign in to myWales’ which is located

Section one explores the concept, definition,
features and types of financial derivatives
Section two discusses the growth of the
derivative
market
and
concomitant
regulation
Section three discusses the derivative
market specifically in Indian
Section four contains concluding remarks
and comments.
The case study gives a good overview of the key
terms and developments pertaining to the
derivative market as well as an in depth insight into
its development in India. Since its inception in June
2000, the derivatives market in India has exhibited
exponential growth both in terms of volume and
number of traded contracts. The market turn-over
has grown from Rs.2365 crore in 2000-2001 to Rs.
11010482.20 crore in 2008-2009. India is one of the
most successful developing countries in terms of a
vibrant market for exchange-traded derivatives.
The case study also contains one diagram, eleven
charts and four graphs which are extremely
informative. Please note there is a guide to finding
case studies on library databases located in the
library.

just on top of the web page to the right (circled in red on
picture below). A new page will then open up. You must
then click on ‘Register to access the global campus’ and
you will be prompted to enter your log-in information.
If you have any problems or queries regarding University
of Wales Online Library, please contact Dame St. library.

Print Journal Review >>>

Field Day Review by Andrea Dillon
In spring 2005 Field Day Review was launched which is an
annual journal that focuses on Irish literary and political
culture. The journal is divided into two parts. The first part
consists of an interesting mix of essays from Sinead O’Connor
to Ulysses. One interesting essay in the 2009 edition was
written by Juliana Adelman on “Animal Knowledge: Zoology
and Class-ification in Nineteenth Century Dublin”, which
focused on the opening of Dublin Zoo in 1831 and the impact
it had on class in Irish Society at that time. The essay
frequently drew on analogies between mankind and animals
such as the “rational Irishman” versus the “bestial Irishman”.
Moreover, visitors to the Zoo were reminded of mankind’s
superiority to beast, “people who exercised control over
animal-like passions were superior to those who could not”
Dublin Zoo had also an important political role to play. At the
time Ireland’s social structure was assumed by the Protestant
élite. However with Catholic emancipation coming into effect
in 1829, powerful patronage existed on both sides and thus
“the zoological gardens enabled adjustment and refining of
Dublin’s class structures”.

The second part of the journal, mainly entails reviews
written on various writings concerning a wide range of
topics from English Romantic Literature to Theobald Wolfe
Tone. In the 2009 edition Sean Mannion wrote a review
entitled “Modernism at the Movies” which reviewed “The
Tenth Muse: Writing about Cinema in the Modernist
Period” and two other writings concerning the cinema.
The article focuses on technological, political and cultural
influences on Irish Cinema and its relationship to twentiethcentury literature. This journal is suitable to all students
and academics and especially those have an interest in
culture, literature, politics and history. According to the
Irish Times “this richly illustrated collection of essays and
reviews has established itself as a key forum for intellectual
discussion and debate”.

Student Services Feature >>>

Rag Week Success, Radio DBS,
and the Formal Ball….
By Louise Griffin Student Services Officer
Student Services held a very successful Rag Week, with
all proceeds going to our chosen charity Dublin Simon.
The Charity cake sale was a huge success and our rodeo
drew crowds of baffled onlookers and the brave (or
insane) people willing to give it a go!
Radio DBS celebrated their first birthday with a Mystery
Tour, again raising money for Simon in the process. The
trip was enjoyed by everyone and went across the
country, going from Dublin and stopping in Maynooth,
Tullamore and finally Athlone.
The International Film Festival took place with several
foreign films being shown in the past couple weeks. This
was able to take place with thanks to the Film Society
and their constant hard work.
Now all focus is on the Formal Ball which is in the Conrad
on the 31st March. Everyone is looking forward to
evening of good food, dancing and fabulous frocks!! And

don’t forget that competitive edge though with the
Sports and Societies Awards taking place on the night.
In Sports news the Men’s Basketball team won their
division two final against Cork IT in early March. The
team’s amazing 67-55 victory has made history in the
Irish Colleges Basketball League by becoming the first
team to be promoted from division 3 to division 1 in
consecutive seasons. Well done to the boys and their
dedicated coach Dave Baker.
The Badminton Team won their finals with spectacular
victories over both Tallaght IT and Cork IT at the end of
March. The coach of the Badminton Team is the
excellent Jenny King, Irish International and 7 Nations
Badminton champion. Jenny is also a student in DBS.
Congratulations on bringing home the All Ireland
Badminton League trophy!
For more information about up and coming events, log
onto: http://www.dbs-students.com/StudentServices
or pop into the Student Services offices in Aungier St
and Castle House.

School of Arts Research Seminar Series >>> Foreword by Dr. Barnaby Taylor

‘Knowing Google’

>>> By David Hughes, Systems Librarian.
Dr Kylie Jarrett, NUI Maynooth
Friday 8th April 3pm, Castle House 4.3.
As the dominant actor in the search industry, Google
provides us with the information through which we
organise our lives. However it also provides us with
models for experiencing that information; for coming to
know. This paper will explore the nature of Google's
epistemology and what this tells us about the specific
way of knowing that defines the culture of search.
Dr Kylie Jarrett is a lecturer in Multimedia in the Centre
for Media Studies at NUI Maynooth. Her research
focuses on the critical analysis of commercial digital
media as well as the political economy of multimedia.
Her doctoral study examined the discourse of consumer
empowerment in the field of e-commerce and she has
since applied this study to websites like eBay and
YouTube.

Library Developments - Summon
The Library is looking at subscribing to Summon - a
discovery tool which sits on top of the full suite of
electronic resources. It has a single Google-style
search box which should appeal to students and
staff alike.
You can have a look at how Summon works by
clicking on this link:
http://library.hud.ac.uk/summon/
Feeback is always welcome: library@dbs.ie

Libraries Around the world By Fiona Cashell

Cork Institute of Technology
Library Cork, Ireland.
Architect: de Blacam & Meagher
This building was designed by de Blacam & Meagher in
association with Boyd Barratt, Murphy O'Connor.

Civic Trust Award 2009
RIBA European Award 2007
RIAI Award for Best Educational Building 2007
AAI Award 2007
BDA Brick Award Best International Project 2006
RIAI Gold Medal 2004
Irish Architecture Award 1997

It first opened in 1994, and development continued on
for the following 10 years.
In a total area of 2,600 square metres, the library
provides more than 500 study spaces, over 60,000
volumes along with subscriptions to a comprehensive
collection of journal titles.
The extension comprises two building phases, the
Library wing, completed in 1994 and the Information
Technology wing completed in 1997. 1
The building itself is highly impressive with a sweeping
concrete outer wall, quite reminiscent of 1970’s
architecture. It has won many awards, including one
particular award based on its use of brick as an inner
and outer component of design (see above).
1

http://www.irisharchitectureawards.ie/index.php/goldmedal/winner/the_library_and_it_building_cit/
2
http://architecturalassociation.ie/blog/comments/site-visit-tocork-institute-of-technology-23-october-2010/
See: http://www.deblacamandmeagher.com/index.html

Right: De Blacam on a visit to the
2
library in October 2010.
Below: Cork Institute of Technology
1
Library.

Library Literature - Library Impact Data Project
By Marie O’ Neill. Head of Library, Careers and student Services.

The JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee)
inspires UK Colleges and universities in the innovative
use of digital technologies.
A new project supported by the JISC is the Library
Impact Data Project. This project aims to prove a
statistically significant correlation between library
usage and student attainment. The project will exploit
the activity data from library management systems,
cross checking it against data stored in student
management systems. The project will build on inhouse research previously undertaken at the
University of Huddersfield.
A number of studies on the impact of non/low use of
the Library on student retention and academic
achievement have been published in the library
literature. Mezick (2007) cited in Goodhall and Pattern
(2008) found that 75 percent of first year students that
used the Library returned to the second year of their
studies whereas just over half that never used the
Library returned to the second year of their studies.
A recent study by Goodhall and Pattern, from the
University of Huddersfield (2010) also explored the
non/low use of the Library on student achievement.

Mintel Report by Marie O’ Neill
How Have Irish Companies and
Consumers Embraced Online
Shopping? - Ireland - May 2010
The above report is available on Mintel which is accessible
via Moodle or Athens. To access Mintel on Moodle, login
and scroll down until you come to Mintel in the bottom
right hand corner of the screen. To access Mintel via
Athens please contact david.hughes@dbs.ie. Alternatively
you can email marie.oneill@dbs.ie and I will send you the
link to the report.

The study found that students who read more
(measured in terms borrowing books and use of
electronic resources) achieved better grades. To find
out more about these studies and the methodologies
used, please see the bibliographic references and
accompanying links below.
DBS Library has formed its own internal impact group
which will conduct similar research to encourage
maximum uptake of Library resources.
References
Goodhall, D and Pattern D (2010) Academic library non/use
and undergraduate student achievement,
Library
Management 32 (3) 159-170
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?articleid=190
7194
Mezick, E.M. (2007) Return on Investment: libraries and
student retention, Journal of Academic Librarianship, 33 (5)
561-566
Further information on the Library Impact Data Project
available at:
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/inf11/activity
data/libraryimpact.aspx

Who Shops Online?/ Consumer Typologies/ What
do Irish Consumers Buy Online?/ Fast Forwards
Trends
Market in Brief/Market Value/Issues in the
Market
Internal Market Environment/Broader Market
Environment
Online Access and Use
Security, Risks and Fraud
Legislation, Regulations and Consumer Rights
Promoting Through Social Network Sites
Strengths and Weaknesses
Who’s Innovating?

Companies and Products
The Negatives to Online Shopping

The report looks at:

Evolution of the E-Consumer/The Consumer –

The report is also accompanied by a Powerpoint
presentation.

Staff Profile of the Month

Rebecca Matthews Young
Hi! My name is Rebecca Matthews Young and I work
in reception at Aungier street. When I started out I
was the newest addition in a while, but in the past
year and a half, all the old guard have left and I am
now the senior member of the reception staff here in
Aungier street, not counting, of course, our illustrious
leader, Cecilia Ryan.
I guess it’s fairly obvious what reception is here for,
we are here to help the students and staff and
anybody else that happens to wander in. One thing I
like about it is that I get to know the students and
when they come in to make payments or hand in
assignments or get letters or whatever, I remember
them and can form a bit of a relationship with them
so that their experience at DBS isn’t so much like they
are a student number but more like they’re a person.
I was born and lived for most of my life in and near
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Canada is beautiful and
dramatic and it truly is a country of extremes. The
hottest day I have experienced there was 36 degrees
and the coldest -53 (with the windchill J). There are
mountains and prairies and tundra and lakes and
oceans. It really is an extraordinary country. I grew
up in the more boring, prairie part of the country in a
small city 5 minutes away from Calgary. I am an only
child so I miss my Mom and Dad like crazy. I love
Ireland though, so if I could just scoop up my family
and friends from Alberta and make them all live here,
I would be fine! One of my favorite things about
Ireland so far is how OLD everything is. Canada is a
very new country relatively speaking, and we don’t
have, say, Georgian architecture, let alone castles, all
over the place! It’s really cool to walk down a street
and know that this place has been here and been a
lot like it is now for hundreds and hundreds of years.
Anyways, back to Canada! I graduated from
University with a BA in Drama and have been working
as a receptionist pretty much ever since. When I hit
30, I decided I needed to have an adventure, and also
decided that the best place to have that adventure
was with my ex-boyfriend who had gotten a job in

Ireland the year before. Long story short, I moved to
Ireland in the middle of a recession (I picked a bad
year to have my adventure) found a job here at
Dublin Business School 6 months after arriving,
married the ex-boyfriend on the 1st of June last year,
added the Young part of my last name to the original
Matthews part and adopted a couple of fur children
(our cats, Hats and Pointy). That‘s where I am now.
As for what I do with my time when I’m not at work,
I am in a choir that sings only in a cappella (no
accompaniment) and usually in languages other than
English (they give me ample opportunity to butcher
the poor Irish language). I’m also trying to get in
better shape, so I have started taking classes at the
YMCA. I knit and crochet and read a lot too, but that
makes me sound like an old lady so I try to keep that
quiet.
As I write this it is 2 years to the day since I arrived in
Ireland, all jetlagged and groggy but shocked by the
green and the warmth after leaving the snow behind
in Canada. My adventure has been more amazing
than I ever could have imagined and I have so
enjoyed meeting Irish people and people from all
over the world through my job here at DBS.
Also, if you are wondering about the picture I’ve
included, it’s me, in Montreal, very excitedly
devouring a French Canadian treat – Tire d’Erable.
It’s maple syrup that is boiled, then poured on snow
and rolled up on a popsicle stick. It’s served in
Quebec outside in the winter in little portable cabins
called Cabane a Sucre (literally Sugar Cabin after the
sugar houses in the woods where maple sap is
boiled to make maple syrup.) YUM!

DBS Careers Feature >>> By Carol Clifford, Careers Advisor.

Trapped in the wrong job?

Then start using it to improve your job prospects!
When you feel that you have come to the end of the
line with your job and are just hanging on for the new
opportunity that will take you away from all this, it’s
common for your job performance to slide. Frustration
at still being there and the feeling of being trapped
zaps at enthusiasm and motivation levels. However, at
this stage the savvy employee begins to see that the
current post offers several opportunities to aid you to
become the front runner for a new position.
Get the experience you need. Employers won’t hire
you just because you want the job. You need to have
the right profile. Think about the kind of experience
that recruiters will be looking for and then see what
you could do for your current employers in that line.
Some firms are very clear on what certain employees
can and can’t do but others will allow you to take on
extra projects if they are beneficial to the company and
are carried out as well as, not instead of, your other
duties. I have worked with many individuals who
managed to add some HR or accounts duties to their
workload which ultimately enabled them to move into
working in that area. Also think about the type of traits
the recruiter will want to see. Become more aware of
opportunities at work to build on your leadership,
teamwork or presentation skills. Rather than trying to
avoid taking on any new challenges when you feel
disengaged from the job begin to see how much more
employable you will become by adding to your
transferable skills.
Show that you are an asset to the companies that you
work for. Even when your current job has no relevance
to the field you wish to break into there are still
opportunities to make your applications stand out.

Become achievement oriented and show that you can
go beyond your job description and make a
contribution to the company. Employers are currently
inundated by applicants who can do the job. The
applicants who stand out are the ones who go beyond
the job description and use their ideas and initiative
to solve problems or increase profits for the company.
Look at your responsibilities and see what
achievements you can notch up. If you can state on
your CV that you increased sales by 15% or
introduced a new customer reward scheme you will
improve your chances of being called for interview
and ultimately hired.
Write your own reference. What do you want your
current employer to tell prospective employers about
you? It’s all too common for bored employees to
display a de-motivated, resentful or slapdash attitude
to the job they have no further interest in. The
trouble with this is that when your prospective
employer rings for your reference this is exactly what
they will be told and that may put paid to your
opportunities. References are usually used as the
final check in the recruitment process or as the way to
decide between two strong candidates. This means a
poor reference will undo all the good work that got
you that far. If you know that you are applying for
other jobs then make sure you give your referee
plenty of positive things to say about you. They will be
reporting on your attitude to work, your attendance
and punctuality and how well you got on with peers
and management. Make sure that however negative
your feelings may be about your current job you don’t
let it affect your professionalism and jeopardise your
chances of a new post.

Library Announcement:

Sauna while you study!
Thanks to student feedback of recent, we have decided to go
along with a suggestion and are currently researching the
possibility of having a sauna installed beside the library.
When you’ve had a long day, and you’ve studied hard, what
better way to relax and unwind than to take a few moments
out in a sauna? We will have separate men and women’s only
saunas. Traditional in style, with separate changing rooms to

compliment. Janice Petelli (23), a postgraduate student
spoke of her delight on hearing the news “I absolutely love
saunas, and I love studying, I am definitely going to try and
fit a sauna session in after a day’s study”. We hope you will
agree, this will be a helpful addition to the facilities currently
available at Dame St. Library. We look forward to the day
when it’s fully installed (approximately one month away).
See www.saunawhileyoustudy.ie for more information.

Book
>>> By David Hughes, Systems Librarian.
Q&A Review
Session with

“We shape our tools and thereafter
they shape us” (John Culkin)
The Shallows: How the Internet is changing the way we
think, read and remember Nicholas Carr
This is a book about the Internet (well, the title is a bit
of a giveway). Adam Gopnik, a writer for the New
Yorker places books written about the Internet and its
effects in 3 categories: “Never Betters” believe that like
Harold McMillan, we’ve never had it so good,
approaching an Internet-driven utopia; the “Ever
Wasers” suggest that we’ve always reacted this way to
technological advances and the “Better Nevers” hold
that the Internet portends The End of the World As We
Know It. The Shallows by Nicholas Carr is one such
book.
Apprehension of technological change is nothing new.
Socrates in Plato’s Phaedrus, tells the title character
that “He would be a very simple person... who should
leave in writing or receive in writing any art under the
idea that the written word would be intelligible or
certain; or who deemed that writing was at all better
than knowledge and recollection of the same matters?”
Socrates was worried that reliance on the technology of
the alphabet and the new practice of writing things
down would alter the way that people think, for the
worse. More than 2,000 years later substitute Nicholas
Carr for Socrates and the Internet for writing and the
alphabet and we have The Shallows.
The Shallows is an extension of an essay published in
The Atlantic magazine entitled Is Google Making Us
Stupid? That title of course is over-dramatised, a more
accurate title would have been Is the Internet Changing
the We Think? , to which Nicholas Carr, drawing upon
some neurological and psychological research findings
would answer emphatically “Yes”! Carr’s inspiration
for the book is autobiographical, having noticed that he
wasn’t “thinking the way I used to think”, being more
easily distracted and being unable to concentrate on
anything for any length of time, looking for new
stimulation via emails, blog postings RSS feeds, tweets
or skimming text, or simply clicking on hyperlinks. Carr
is not alone, for he quotes a number of people who feel
the same way (I am myself guilty of this behaviour so I
can relate to what he writes). However the plural of
anecdote is not evidence, hence the citation of research
findings that seem to show that use of the Internet

does affect the Brain and the Mind. Perhaps more telling
is a statistic from a web analytics company, ClickTale,
which found that, on average, people spent 19-27
seconds looking at a web page before leaving to visit a
new page. How much information can you absorb in 1927 seconds? A similarly depressing University College
London study reveals a similar result for academic online
activity with users of e-books and online journal articles
exhibiting a distinctive “form of skimming activity”,
typically reading perhaps one or two pages of an article
or book before moving to another site. The study found
that many articles were downloaded, but downloading
does not imply that the articles are read.
I’m not entirely convinced by this work, being sure that
some of his assertions can be refuted (if I still had the
ability to immerse myself in study, I’d do it myself).
However I’d strongly recommend this book – there’s far
more to it than I’ve touched upon; it‘s not just popular
science, there’s some good intellectual history and
cultural commentary. There’s even a nice wee anecdote
about Nietzsche and a typewriter. I can’t do the book
justice in the limited number of words available to me
here
This is the last paragraph. If you skipped to here or
skimmed through the review or indeed the entire
newsletter, perhaps you should think about how often
you do this when perusing other online documents.
Perhaps you should think about how much time you
spend online. Perhaps you should read The Shallows.

Get your Athens account today!!!
E-books, online articles…you name it, Athens has it.
Get access to Datamonitor, Dawsonera e-books,
EDSCOHost databases, Emerald, JSTOR, WARC, Firstlaw
and much much more.

Contact david.hughes@dbs.ie to register today,
or phone 01-4177572.
http://library.dbs.ie
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Dr. Rebecca Maguire et al. / Dep. of Psychology
Reference: Maguire, R., Maguire, P. & Keane, M.T. (2011). Making sense of surprise: An investigation of the factors
influencing surprise judgments. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, 37 (1), 176-186.
Interview By Alex Kouker, Assistant Librarian

What is this research about?
Readers may find it interesting to note that surprise is
not just an emotion, but the result of a complex
cognitive process which is very important in helping us
to make sense of the world.

Why do you research and write?
I enjoy researching and writing, although admit that it
is sometimes difficult to find time balancing this with
work and my two young children at home. I hope to
get more time to focus on this in the summer.

This research attempts to discover why people become
surprised. Previous research implies that people
experience surprise when their expectations are
disconfirmed (e.g. you may be surprised if your alarm
clock doesn’t ring one morning as you would have
expected it to go off as it usually does), but, through a
series of experiments, we have demonstrated that
disconfirmed expectations do not always lead to a
feeling of surprise. Instead it appears to be based on
people’s ability, or rather their lack of ability, to make
sense of events (e.g. you would probably not be
surprised at your alarm clock failed to go off it you knew
that the batteries in it had run out during the night).

What quality do you most value in yourself?
Multi-tasking (see above)!

Have you acquired any good anecdotes surrounding
this article? If so, could you share one?
When coming up with this theory I tried to think of
experiences when I was surprised. For example, once I
lost a €50 note. It bothered me for years (still does!).
The main reason I was surprised was because I simply
could not explain this event. If someone had ran up to
me afterwards and said “This just fell out of your
pocket!” I wouldn’t have been surprised as there would
be no uncertainty surrounding the cause of this event.
Did researching and writing this article teach you
anything or influence your thinking in any way?
I think that writing this article has taught me that
getting research published in a high impact journal can
take longer than initially expected. It can take multiple
reviews and revisions before getting a polished article. I
am also grateful to my husband Phil (co-author) for
helping out with the tedious process of editing when I
was on maternity leave last year.
Can you suggest one question readers might find
interesting to discuss, concerning you, your writing in
general, or this article?
It might be interesting for people to consider why they
feel surprised at various events – why are some things
more surprising than others, and why do some people
seem to get surprised more frequently than others?

What are you most proud of accomplishing so far in
your life?
While it is not research related, I am most proud of my
two little babies – Ben (nearly 3) and Amy (17 months)

Is there any new or established author whom you
feel deserves more attention, and what is it that
strikes you about his or her work?
I think that there are a lot of people here at DBS doing
great research and their work should be encouraged
and celebrated. It is great that the library is making
efforts in this respect (e.g. with the institutional
repository).

